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The last few years have seen a veritable tsunami of reforms, which have changed the face of the clinical negligence claims process. Jackson, the abolition of legal aid and the inquest reforms amongst others have produced new challenges and opportunities for those willing to secure access to justice for patients.

This book is designed to bring a practical view of the current regime and to encourage practitioners to understand the very special requirements of that sadly increasing number of patients who believe, often with justification, that they have been let down by the very specialists they had relied upon to treat them.

Once again I thank my team of expert commentators for their cooperation and my wife, Helen, for her support.

Paul Balen
Clinical negligence was formerly known as medical negligence. Free online information about Clinical Negligence at patient.co.uk.

Clinical negligence, formerly known as ‘medical negligence’, is the process by which a patient takes his or her medical attendants to a civil court for compensation. It is not about professional conduct or terms of service. Trending Articles. Medical negligence – sometimes called clinical negligence – is any instance of substandard care provided to a patient by a medical professional that causes injury or an existing condition to worsen. Our medical negligence solicitors in London can help you to progress any claim you feel you might have. Ready to talk? Contact our medical negligence solicitors in London. Call 020 7650 1200 or email postbox@leighday.co.uk.

There are many different types of medical negligence cases.